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Abstract: This paper gives a classification for the triangular factorization of square matrices. These factorizations are 
used for solving linear systems. Efficient algorithms for vector computers are presented on basis of criteria for optimal 
algorithms. Moveover, the Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm in a version which admits efficient implementation on 
a vector computer is described. Comparative experiments in FORTRAN 77 with FORTRAN 200 extensions for the 
Cyber 205 are reported. 
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1. Introduction 
The use of vector processors for solving large linear systems necessitates reassessment and 
redesign of numerical algorithms. In view of this we describe several variants of the Gaussian 
elimination algorithm and results of performance measurements on a Cyber 205. 
In [4] Dongarra, Gustavson and Karp investigated the performance of Gaussian elimination 
by reorganizing the algorithm. Their reorganization does only affect the loop structure; we show 
that also choices with respect to the pivoting strategy, the normalization of the diagonal elements 
in the resulting factorization and the ordering of the calculation contribute to the stability and 
the efficiency of the resulting algorithm. This efficiency, expressed in Mflops, measures the 
number of floating-point operations divided by CPU-time and does not take into account the 
I/O-time or the number of large pages used. 
Throughout the paper we fix our notation to standard conventions: lower case greek letters for 
scalars (all real here), lower case roman letters for vectors and indices, upper case roman letters 
for matrices. For the i th rowvector of matrix A we use the notation a,. and for the jth column 
of the same matrix we use a _j. By a. j we denote the vector that is defined by the last n -j 
elements of a j; the use of a ;. is analogous. An element of matrix A is cyjj and the order of a 
matrix is always denoted by n. A discussion with respect to the various algorithms appears in 
Section 2 and a description of our preferred algorithm in section 2.3. This algorithm performs an 
LDU decomposition of matrix A with partial pivoting by column interchanges and normaliza- 
tion of the diagonals according to hii = uii = 8,-i. 
In section 2.4 we recall an idea of Businger, concerning the growth factor of a matrix [l] and 
demonstrate how this can be efficiently combined with the choices in our algorithm. 
In Section 3 we give a description of the well known Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm 
which appeared to do extremely well for matrices that are not very large. In our version we 
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implemented a partial pivoting strategy without actually interchanging any rows or columns in 
the matrix. 
In Section 4 we give a comparison with respect to CPU-times required on a Cyber 205 
between our routines and some well-known routines from program libraries. 
In an appendix we give a detailed description of our preferred algorithms and some examples 
of others. 
2. Triangular factorization 
For the description of algorithms that are variants of the well-known Gaussian elimination 
algorithm for solving linear systems of equations, we distinguish three essential choices (degrees 
of freedom) that determine the formulation of such an algorithm. 
These choices are with respect to: 
(a) normalization of the diagonals, 
(b) ordering of the calculation, and 
(c) pivoting strategy. 
In the sequel we deal with these three matters in detail. (Only (b) has been covered partially in 
i41.1 
2.1. Degrees of freedom 
Normalization of the diagonals 
The action of Gaussian elimination on a given matrix A is equivalent with factoring that 
matrix in a lower-triangular matrix L ( = ( Aij)) an d an upper-triangular matrix U (= (vi,)) such 
that (apart from pivoting) A = LU with Aii = 1, i = 1,. . ., n. The elements in the resulting 
decomposition can be modified for the normalization u,, = 1, i = 1,. . . , n, while still A = LU 
holds. This is a consequence of the fact that the diagonal elements of L and U are not uniquely 
defined by a factorization of A in triangular factors, a so-called LU-decomposition. In the sequel 
we consider the more general factorization 
A = LDU, 0) 
where L and U are lower- and upper-triangular respectively and D = diag( a,, . . . ,a,). Such a 
factorization is completely defined by the values that are given to the diagonals of L, U and D; 
for all choices with i& = 1 (i.e. D = I) an LU-decomposition like considered before is defined. 
Useful1 and well known choices are: 
(i) Ai, = & = 1: this choice holds for the standard Gaussian elimination algorithm and for 
the Doolittle factorization (see for instance [6] or [13]); 
(ii) uii = 6, = 1: this choice is made in the Crout factorization [6,13]; 
(iii) A;, = uir = 1: this defines the standard LDU factorization [6]; 
(iv) hii = uii = 6,:‘: this choice belongs to the ‘folklore’ of the numerical analysts. 
For the case of positive definite matrices: 
(v> Aii = ‘I,> 8; = 1: this choice is made in the Cholesky factorization. 
These choices all have the advantage that for an implementation one needs only a single memory 
location to store the triple (A;,, vii, 6,). Choice (iv) appears to be advantageous on a vector 
computer as will be explained in the sequel. In [4] only choice (i) has been considered. 
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Ordering of the calculation 
Starting from (l), with a chosen normalization for the diagonals, the elements of L, D and U 
can be calculated by equating left- and right-hand side of that equation. This can be done in 
several ways. In order to investigate various possibilities, we distinguish between three interpreta- 
tions of matrix multiplication. The first one is the scalar interpretation (denoted by S--) in which 
we interpret (1) as 
min(i,j) 
cxij= C hikSkuk,, i, jE {l,..., n} 
k=l 
which corresponds with schemes ijk and jik for matrix multiplication as introduced by 
Dongarra et al. in [4]. 
If we use this formula for the calculation of the elements of L, D and U, we still can choose to 
calculate the elements of both L and U either columnwise or rowwise which gives four possible 
combinations. Consequently we distinguish four calculation schemes denoted by See ( =jik), Scr, 
Srr ( = ijk) and Src respectively. The denotation Scr, for example, stands for Scalar interpreta- 
tion, L columnwise, U rowwise. The other denotations have analogous meaning. 
The next interpretation of the matrix product in (1) is the columninterpretation (denoted by 
C--) which follows from the point of view that columns of matrix A are linear combinations of 
the columns of matrix L, as is expressed in the formula 
a,j = f: l,k6kvkj? .iE {l,-.-, ‘1’ 
k=l 
If we use this formula for the calculation of L, D and U, we observe that matrix L is calculated 
by columns, but we still can choose between the elements of U being calculated either 
columnwise or rowwise. The two resulting calculating schemes are denoted by Ccr ( = kji) and 
Ccc (=jki). 
The analogous viewpoint on rows of the matrix for the rowinterpretation (denoted by R--) of 
the matrixproduct in (1) yields the formula: 
ai.= c hrkakuk,, iE {l)...) n}. 
k=l 
In the schemes based on this formula we observe that U is calculated by rows, but here we can 
choose between the elements of L being calculated either columnwise or rowwise. The resulting 
schemes are denoted by Rcr ( = kij) and Rrr ( = ikj). 
In the pictures in Fig. 1 the eight calculation schemes are visualized. Calculated elements of L 
and U are indicated by dots or lines in the lower and upper triangular part respectively of each 
square. 
Pivoting strategy 
To obtain numerical stability in the factorization of a general matrix, a pivoting strategy must 
be applied. In most algorithms a choice is made for interchanging rows during the process of 
factorization such that in each column of the resulting matrix L an element of maximal size (i.e., 
absolute value) is found on the diagonal. This implies that the decomposition is made of the 
original matrix with permuted rows; in formula: 
PA = LDU, 
where P is a permutation matrix. 
Ccr 
Fig. 1. 
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Interchanging rows during the elimination process can only be done in a meaningful way, if in 
each step we can dispose of the entire next column of L. This is only the case in the -cr and -cc 
type schemes so that only these schemes are suitable for row interchanging. 
The stability of Gaussian elimination can likewise be obtained by performing column 
interchanges. The final result will be a decomposition of a matrix with permuted columns; so we 
have: 
AQ = LDU, 
for a permutation matrix Q. The criterium in this pivoting strategy is such that in each row of the 
resulting matrix U an element of maximal size is found on the diagonal. This strategy can only 
be applied if matrix U is calculated rowwise, which only holds for the -cr and -rr type schemes. 
Observe that the -rc type scheme doesn’t admit any kind of interchanging. The -rc type scheme, 
which only exists in the Src form, is often used in the Cholesky decomposition for the 
symmetrical positive definite case where indeed no pivoting is necessary, see e.g. [13]. In the 
sequel, we ‘will no longer consider the Src scheme. 
2.2. Inventarization 
To summarize our inventarization of triangular factorization algorithms, we present an 
overview of the schemes that can be combined with row or column interchanges respectively. 
Moreover, we indicate where well-known factorization algorithms fit in our display. 
From the ten schemes in Tables 1 and 2 in combination with the four suggestions for 
normalization of the diagonals, we can construct forty different algorithms for the triangular 
factorization of a matrix, each showing different performance in different environments. The 
choice between algorithms of the S-- type, C-- type and R-- type depends on the machine 
architecture in combination with the programming language used. 
On a machine where vectors can be handled as entire quantities the C-- and R-- type 
algorithms are to be preferred; C-- type algorithms if the matrix is stored by columns (as in 
FORTRAN) and R-- type if the matrix is stored by rows (as in PASCAL and ADA). 
The choice of the pivoting strategy depends likewise on both the machine architecture and the 
programming language used so that storage by columns (rows) is to be combined with column 
(row) interchanges. 
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Table 1 








h,, = 6, =1 
VI, = 6, = 1 
x,, = 6, =l 
h,, = 8, =1 
A,,=&=1 
A,, = 6, =l 
Published as 
Doolittle, e.g. [6,13] 
Crout, e.g. [6,13] 
SDOT version ( jik) [4] 
SAXPY version (kji) [4] 
GAXPY version (jki) [4] 
standard Gaussian elimination; version (kij) [4] 
Table 2 
Schemes that can be implemented with column interchanges 
Scheme Normalization Published as 
Scr _ 
Srr xi, = 8, = 1 version (ijk) [4] a 
Ccr h,, = u,, = s,- * routine CCRPCF (this report) 
Rcr - 
Rrr x,, = 8, =l version (ikj) [4] a 
a The versions (ijk) and (ikj) were not published with column interchanges; they can not be implemented with row 
interchanges as is suggested in [4]. 
At this point the conclusion can be drawn that on a vector machine the code for a FORTRAN 
program which is optimal with respect to CP-time is likely to be based on the Ccr scheme with 
column interchanges and the code for a PASCAL or an ADA program on the Rcr scheme with 
row interchanges. 
The normalization of the diagonals should be selected such that the resulting algorithm has 
optimal performance. For all four normalization variants in a C-- type or R-- type algorithm the 
number of multiplications and divisions equals f( n3 - n). The number of array accesses, 
however, is minimal for the normalization hi, = uii = Sil as is illustrated for the Ccr scheme in 
the next section. 
2.3. Description of triangular factorization algorithms 
Two algorithms of S-- type and two of C-- type will be described in detail in the appendix. 
Here we give a description of our preferred algorithm CCRPC, which stands for Ccr-type with 
partial pivoting by column interchanges (in the sequel we discuss another type of pivoting, so 
that the letter P supplies information): 
For k=l,..., n 
(1) 
Determine p E 
a.k++a ‘P 
( * select pivot * ) 
( * interchange columns * ) 






a,j + aj = ? 
ii ‘JJ 
( * choose normalization * ) 
a.k + I., = a. k/( skvkk > 
Forj=k+l,...,rt 
( * update column of L * ) 
akj t ‘kJ = akj/(hkk6k) ( * next elm. in row of U * ) 
a.j + a.j- l.kakukj ( * update jth column of A * ) 
( * (k + 1)st provisional column of L has been calculated in a .k+l * ) 
0 CCRPC 
With the choice A,& = v kk = 8,‘, StatementS (L?), (3) and (4) become trivial. In that case the 
amount of work still remains i( n3 - n) multiplications and divisions, but the number of 
array-accesses is minimized. With this choice the description of the algorithm reduces to: 
For k = 1,. . . , n 
Perform pivoting as in statement (1) above 
Forj=k+l,...,n 
a.j + a.j- a.k cakjlakk) ( * update jth column of A * ) 
0 CCRPC 
which can easily be recognized as successively updating the original matrix with a specific 
rank-one matrix as follows: 
For k = 1,. . . , n 
Perform pivoting as in statement (1) above 
A +-A - (r,& .kak.. 0 CCRPC 
2.4. Monitoring the growth factor 
With respect to the pivoting strategy, it is generally accepted that partial pivoting is used in 
almost all practical situations. With the introduction of vector computers it became possible to 
solve very large full systems of equations (n > = 1000). 
For these systems insufficient experience exists to declare partial pivoting still reliable. The 
application of complete pivoting, which yields a stable algorithm, has the disadvantage of 
expensive code. In 1971 Businger [l] published an idea for calculating, with little extra cost, an 
upperbound for the growth factor during Gaussian elimination with partial pivoting. 
This idea can be applied if an update of the matrix is calculated in each step, as is the case in 
schemes Ccr and Rcr. Scheme Scr similarly admits efficient monitoring of the growth factor, but 
because of the fact that in successive steps the remaining part of the coefficient matrix has not 
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been updated, a switch to complete pivoting is not feasible there. If this upperbound for the 
growth factor becomes too large, the pivoting strategy can be switched to complete pivoting from 
then on. This so-called mixed pivoting strategy provides the user with a reasonable upperbound 
for the growth factor so that an estimate of the error matrix [6,13] can be calculated. As a 
consequence, it reveals the situations where complete pivoting is likely to be necessary. 
An Algol 60 procedure implementing the mixed pivoting strategy, written by Bus and Dekker 
in 1973, has been included in the NUMAL library [7]. 
3. Gauss-Jordan factorization 
While experimenting with several implementations of the schemes as mentioned in Section 2 
on a Cyber 205 vector computer, it appeared that for solving linear systems with not too big a 
coefficient-matrix (n < = 50) our implementation of the Gauss-Jordan algorithm used the least 
CP-time. For that reason we discuss it here. 
3.1. Description of the algorithm 
In the well-known Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm, the coefficientmatrix of a given linear 
system is reduced to diagonal form in n steps by successively subtracting a suitable multiple of 
the i th row from all other rows, such that in the i th column the elements outside the diagonal 
become zero. If in these steps the right-hand side is considered as the (n + 1)st column of the 
matrix and treated accordingly, the resulting linear system has the same solution as the original 
one. 
For stability reasons, also in this algorithm, a pivoting strategy must be applied. We will treat 
this subject later. 
The effect of the i th step in the algorithm can be described in matrix calculus by computing 
A’ from A(‘-‘) by leftmultiplication with an elementary matrix of the form (I + g,e’) for some 
vector gi. For the first step, with A0 = A, we have in this way: 
(I + g mT) = 
where g, has to be chosen such that the first column of Ai is a multiple of the first unit vector. 
The effect of the multiplication on the first column of A0 is given in the following formula: 
(I+gieT)a.i =&ei, 
for some value of scalar 6,. This yields: 
cqlgl = 6,e, - a.,. 
If 6, is given the value (~ii, the subtraction causes no cancellation. In that case we have: 
gl = el - (I/a&+ 
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All remaining columns of the matrix are updated according to the following formula: 
a.k + (I+ gleT)a-k? 
which yields 
a.k + a.k 
3.2. Partial pivoting 
+ (%kgl. 
For numerical stability, row- or columninterchanges should be implemented in such a way 
that in each step the element of maximal modulus in the current column or row of the remaining 
(n - i + 1)st o r d er submatrix is placed in the diagonal position. As an alternative to interchang- 
ing rows p and i ( p > i) in the ith elimination step, the leftmultiplication can be carried out 
with an elementary matrix of the form (I + gieT). In case the maximal element in modulus in the 
first column was found in row p (the pivotal row), the first step can be modified into 
p-Jxm = m 
(I+ glepT) A0 = Al. 
With the notation r(i) (or ri for short) for the pivotal row in step i, the effect of all 
elimination-steps is described by 
(~+g&L)*.* (~+gieZi)(AIb) = (S,e,,,...,S,e,,Ib”). 
Introducing D for diagonal( S,, . . . , 8,) and P for the permutation matrix (e,,, . . . , e,,), the right 
hand side of this equation can be described by (PD 1 b”). The resulting equivalent permuted 
diagonal system reads: 
6,.$,=bii, i=l,...,n 
from which the solution is easily calculated. The complete algorithm is found in the appendix. 
The technique for monitoring the growth factor as mentioned in section 2.4. is also applicable for 
this algorithm and a switch-over to complete pivoting is feasible too. (Note added in proof: 
Recent research shows that partial pivoting by column interchanges is numerically to be 
preferred.) 
4. Numerical experiments 
Experiments were carried out on the Cyber 205 computer (one vector pipe) of the Academic 
computer centre SARA in Amsterdam. The vector arithmetic in this computer is accessible 
through FORTRAN 200, which is a Control Data extension of FORTRAN 77. 
We compared implementations of several algorithms from the overview in section 2.2. The 
timing showed that for our language/machine combination an algorithm based on a Ccr scheme 
with column interchanges gives optimal performance as was already suggested in section 2.2. The 
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Table 3 
CP time in seconds for various n 
(a) LINPACK (SGEFA + SGESL) 
(only SGESL) 
(b) NAG (F03AFF + F04AJF) 
(only F04AJF) 
(c) QQLIB (QQGEL) 
(d) GAUJOR 
(e) CCRPCF (decomp. and sol.) 
(only solution) 
(f) CCRMCF (decomp. and sol.) 
(partial pivoting throughout) 
(g) CCRMCF (decomp. and sol.) 
(complete pivoting throughout) 
n = 25 n = 50 n =lOO n = 200 n = 400 
0.0028 0.0107 0.0441 0.1965 0.9974 
(0.0003) (0.0007) (0.0015) (0.0034) (0.0083) 
0.0030 0.0109 0.0445 0.2010 1.0042 
(0.0003) (0.0005) (0.0011) (0.0027) (0.0069) 
0.0017 0.0065 0.0280 0.1367 0.7519 
0.0012 0.0051 0.0249 0.1369 0.8649 
0.0014 0.0051 0.0232 0.1154 0.6705 
(0.0003) (0.0005) (0.0011) (0.0027) (0.0069) 
0.0016 0.0057 0.0243 0.1181 0.6779 
0.0031 0.0122 0.0550 0.2171 1.3704 
algorithm we used is described in section 2.3. and in the appendix; our implementations are 
included in the NUMVEC library [lo]. 
Subroutines from Extended Blas [3] can be combined with our algorithm so that an optimized 
and transportable code can be constructed. We compared our routines with routines from 
LINPACK [5], NAG [ll], QQLIB [12], which are all (manufacturer) optimized for the Cyber 
205. The results are reported in section 4.1. We also compared our implementation of the 
Gauss-Jordan elimination algorithm [lo]. As is well known, Gauss-Jordan requires for the 
solution of a system of linear equations 1.5 times as many operations as standard Gaussian 
elimination. Nevertheless, Gauss-Jordan used less CP-time for matrices up to order = 50 and 
performed rather well (with a high Mflop rate) for all matrices. This is due to the fact that 
throughout the Gauss-Jordan routine all ‘active columns’ remain vectors of full length as 
opposed to the Ccr scheme where the active columns become shorter in successive steps, so that 
the overhead for the vector calculations takes relatively more time. Moreover, the partial pivoting 
strategy in Gauss-Jordan is implemented such that no column or row interchanges are actually 
performed. The results of our experiments are reported hereafter. 
4.1. Timing and efficiency 
In this section we report the result of a number of experiments. We solved a linear system of 
order n having one right-hand side for five different values of n. 
The experiments are described shortly; tables giving CP time (Table 3) and Mflop rate (Table 
4) are presented separately. The experiments concern the following routines: 
LINPACK routines SGEFA and SGESL for the decomposition and solution respectively. 
NAG routines F03AFF for the decomposition and F04AJF for the solution. 
QQLIB routine QQGEL for both the decomposition and the solution. 
NUMVEC routine GAUJOR, our implementation of the Gauss-Jordan elimination 
algorithm with partial pivoting by ‘virtual row interchanges’ as described in section 3.2. 
Decomposition and solution are combined. 
NUMVEC routine CCRPCF, our implementation of algorithm CCRPC with normaliza- 
tion h,, = vkk = S,l; decomposition and solution are combined. 
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Table 4 
Mflops for various n 
(a) LINPACK (SGEFA, SGESL) 
(b) NAG (F03AFF, F04AJF) 
(c) QQLIB (QQGEL) 
(e) CCRPCF (sol. included) 
(f) CCRMCF (sol. included) 
(partial pivoting throughout) 
(d) Gauss-Jordan { 2 x ( n3/2 + n’)} 
n = 25 n = 50 n =lOO n = 200 n = 400 
4.2 8.3 15.6 27.5 43.1 
3.9 8.1 15.4 26.9 42.8 
6.9 13.6 24.5 39.6 57.2 
8.3 17.3 29.6 46.9 64.1 
7.3 15.5 28.3 45.8 63.4 
14.0 25.5 41.0 59.0 74.4 
(f) NUMVEC routine CCRMCF. Routine CCRMCF is an extension of CCRPCF; it adds an 
implementation of the mixed pivoting strategy as explained in section 2.4. This strategy 
depends on a steering parameter, a sort of ‘confidence measure’. As long as the estimated 
value of the growth factor is smaller than the confidence measure, the subroutine sticks to 
partial pivoting and the effect of CCRMCF is the same as that of CCRPCF. In this 
experiment we gave the confidence measure a very ‘liberal’ value such that partial pivoting 
was used throughout and the overhead for calculating the upperbound for the growth 
factor could be measured. 
(g) In this experiment CCRMCF was used with an extremely ‘conservative’ value for the 
confidence measure so that complete pivoting was performed from the very first step. 
4.2. Discussion 
The experiments were tested under equal conditions; with the same optimization parameters 
for the compiler, the same size of the arrays, the same number of ‘large pages’. The timings 
proved to be reproducible with some fluctuations in the last decimal given. 
The need for Extended Blas [3] in stead of the original Blas, as used until now in LINPACK, 
is illustrated by the fact that LINPACK’s SGESL takes more time than NAG’s F04AJF or our 
routine for the solution. 
It shows that for values of n up to n = 50, our Gauss-Jordan implementation gives the fastest 
routine; for larger values of n CCRPCF is the fastest. 
Experiments (e) and (f) show that monitoring the growth factor while performing partial 
pivoting is not expensive; the use of complete pivoting takes roughly twice as much time as is 
shown in experiment (g). It should be emphasized however, that an eventual application of 
complete pivoting occurs only when a result produced by partial pivoting is probably totally 
unreliable. 
In Table 4 we show the efficiency of the code expressed in lo6 floating-point operations per 
second: Mflops. For the routines listed in experiments (a), (b), (c), (e), (f) we used the formula 
2 x ( n3/3 + n*) for the number of floating point operations required, based on decomposition 
and solution for one right-hand side. This formula is also used in Dongarra [2]. For the routine 
in experiment d we used the formula 2 x ( n3/2 + n*) for the number of floating point operations 
required. For experiment (g) no Mflop number is given, because a considerable amount of time 
was spent in maximum search and row and column interchanging. 
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The Cyber 205 machine used for our experiments, being a one-pipe machine, has an optimal 
performance of 50 Mflops. For the use of linked triads (constructions of the form x + (my + z) 
the optimal performance on this machine is 100 Mflops with n,,, = 80 (n,,, is the vectorlength 
for which 50 Mflops is reached [9]) 
The value of 50 Mflops in experiment (e) was reached for n = 230 and in experiment (d) for 
n = 140. 
5. Conclusion 
On basis of a theoretical analysis of Gaussian elimination (inspired by the work of Dongarra, 
Gustavson and Karp [4]) we propose an algorithm which is to our believe optimal for the Cyber 
205. Our FORTRAN 200 implementation yielded the fastest subroutine for the solution of a 
linear system on basis of triangular decomposition that we know. The subroutine can still be 
speeded up somewhat (as has been confirmed by recent experiments of ours) by techniques such 
as loopunrolling and the use of scalar code for short vectors. Subroutine CCRMCF, with the 
upperbound for the growth factor, is still one of the fastest subroutines while adding the facility 
of delivering a realistic bound on the error matrix. 
The analysis we carried out can be helpful1 in selecting the optimal algorithm for other 
supercomputers, depending on machinearchitecture and programming language used. 
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Appendix 
In this appendix we present the description of several algorithms from the overview in section 
2.2 and also the Gauss-Jordan algorithm. The algorithms from section 2.2 are described in terms 
of elements of the matrix. We have chosen to describe the following algorithms: 
(i) SCRPC whi h c is scheme Scr with partial pivoting by column interchanges; 
(ii) SCCPR which is scheme See with partial pivoting by row interchanges; 
(iii) CCCPR which is scheme Ccc with partial pivoting by row interchanges; 
(iv) CCRPC hi h w c was already described (using entire columns) in section 2.3; 
(v) GAUSSJ which is the Gauss-Jordan algorithm with ‘virtual pivoting’ as described in 
section 4.2. 
SCRPC 
With a choice of 8, # 1, the code for an optimal routine does not follow directly from a 












ak/ t ‘kj = Ok] - kg1 xkhvhJ ( * provisional row of U * ) 
i 
DeterminepE{k, k+l,...,n}:Iv”,,I= max IfikjI 
kQ<n 
( * select pivot * ) 








( * choose normalization * ) 
ak/ t ‘kj = ‘kjbkk 
Fori=k+l,...,n 
k-l 
ff a,k - c ‘ih’hk 
h=l 
( * update row of U * ) 
( * update column of L* ) 
0 SCRPC 
The number of multiplications and divisions in SCRPC equals ( n3 - n)/3, regardless the 
choice for the normalization in statement (3). With the choice h,, = 1, statement (4) need not be 
executed, which saves some array-accesses. In that case this algorithm is numerically equivalent 
with the CrOUt faCtOriZatiOn algorithm (with nOrIdiZatiOn ukk = 1 and row interchanging, [6,13]) 
applied on AT. Algorithm Scr with partial pivoting by rowinterchanges (SCRPR) is strictly 
analogous, in the sense that firstly the provisional column of L is calculated which is updated 
after the selection of the pivotal row and that the next row of U is calculated after that. The 
choice of vkk = 1 in SCRPR gives an analogous saving in array-accesses and defines Crout’s 
factorization on the original matrix. 
SCCPR 
For j = 1,. . . , n 
For i=l,...,j-1 
i-l 
(1) ‘Yij t V,j = ffij - C hikVk/ /Ai, 
l k=l I 
( * column of u * ) 
For i=j,.._,n 
j-l 
(4 n,j&i,j=aij- c h,,& 
( * provisional column of L * ) 
k=l 
i 
DeterminepE{j, j+l,...,n}: /Kpj]=J~~~~]Kjj] ( * select pivot * ) 
(3) 
aj.- a*. 
( * interchange rows * ) 
(4) 
(5) 
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( * choose normalization * ) 
For i=j+l,...,n 
aIj +- A, = Xi,/%, ( * update column of L * ) 
0 SCCPR 
The number of multiplications and divisions in this algorithm is again ( n3 - n)/3, regardless 
the choice made in (4). With the choice u,, = 1, statement (5) becomes superfluous, which saves 
some work; the resulting decomposition in that case is mathematically equivalent with the result 
of Crout’s algorithm. With choice h, = 1, the algorithm defines version (jik) in [4] and gives as 
result of the factorization a decomposition of A which is equivalent with Doolittle’s factoriza- 
tion. 
CCCPR 







akj t vkj = akj/(hkk8k) 
For i=k+l,...,n 
( * next elm. in column of U * ) 
ai, t “ijmhrk(SkUkj) ( * update j th column of A * ) 
( * jth provisional column of L has been calculated in a ., * ) 
DeterminepE {j, j+ l,...,n}: (apjI = max (ol;,] 
J'Gl<tl 
aj. ++ ap. 
Fori=j+l,...,n 
“ij + AtJ = a,J/(s,ujJ) 
( * select pivot * ) 
( * interchange rows * ) 
( * choose normalization * ) 
( * update column of L * ) 
0 CCCPR 
As in the algorithms presented before, the number of multiplications and divisions is 
(n3 - n)/3, regardless most choices for the normalizations made in (4). With the normalization 
choice ujj = XJj = aJ-‘, it is clear that fewer array-accesses are required because of the fact that 
statements (1) and (5) become trivial. 
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CCRPC 
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Here we describe the essential part of the algorithm on element level (in section 2.3 it is 
described using entire columns throughout). 










aik c A,k = aik/( ‘k’kk ) 
Forj=k+l,...,n 
akJ c vkj= akJ/(hkksk) 
Fori=k+l,...,n 
“!j + alJ - x,k(6kvkJ) 
( * interchange columns * ) 
( * select pivot * ) 
( * choose normalization * ) 
( * update column of L * ) 
(*nextelm.inrowof U*) 
( * update jth column of A * ) 
( * (k + 1)st provisional column of L has been calculated in a .k+ I * ) 
0 CCRPC 
With the choice h,, = vkk = k a-‘, statements (2), (3) and (4) become trivial. The amount of work still 
remains (n3 - n)/3, but the number of array-accesses is minimized. 
With this choice CCRPC reduces to: 
For k = 1,. . . , n 
DeterminepE{k, k+l,...,n}: Iakp(=k~,~n/akjI 
-.. 
a.k-a.. 
( * interchange columns * ) 
( * select pivot * ) 
Forj=k+l,...,n 
Fori=k+l,...,n 
“rj t lxyij- aik(ffkj/akk) 
0 CCRPC 
Next we present GAUSSJ which implements the Gauss-Jordan algorithm with partial pivoting 
by row ‘interchanges’, without actually interchanging rows. 
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GA USSJ 
For i=l,...,n, (~,,,+~=p, 
For i = 1, _. . , n 
Indi= (1, 2 ,..., t~}\{771,..-,~(i-l)} 
Determine p E Ind, : 1 ap, 1 = max(, E indrj 1 akr 1 
vri=p 
4 = (y-pr 
gz = ep - (l/si>a.r 
Fork=i+l,...,n+l 
a.kCa.k+(Ypkgr 
Fox-i=1 ,..., n,tj=aTi,,+i/6, 
0 GAUSSJ 
For the implementation of this algorithm, we use an array diag (say) to store both the inverses of 
the elements 8; and the information for the set Indi. At start all elements of this array are set to 
zero; in the ith step the element diag(ri) is set equal to 8,‘; in that case the truth-value of 
(p E Ind,) is equivalent to (diag( p) = 0). 
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